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By Barbara Esch Shisler

Dreamseeker Books, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Frost s momentary stay against confusion is Barbara Esch Shisler s mode of
trying to make sense of life through poems that worry the riddles of getting old, family dynamics,
dreams, prayer, the evening news, bees-not to mention love, death, and God Love every tedious
beat/ of your dear and fleeting life, writes Barbara Esch Shisler in her poem, To a Mountain. And
she takes her own advice, plainly naming a world of pleasures and pains. In her gaze, African violets
are luscious birds in furry nests, and meals at the Nursing Home, vague purees. The strange
teachings of Jesus turn and flash in her imagination. These poems offer good company for anyone
brave enough to face the freedom and losses that come with age. -Julia Spicher Kasdorf, author,
Poetry in America In these brave, bright, searching poems, Shisler explores the fears and delights of
that time of life when Old and new make love all day, / their souls curved close / against chill and
darkening. Within the necessary, painful recognitions of mortality and loss, Shisler finds her way to
both an unsentimental...
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Basically no phrases to clarify. It really is writter in straightforward phrases rather than hard to understand. You will not sense monotony at at any
moment of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dor is B eier-- Dor is B eier

Completely essential read book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this written e book. You wont sense monotony at at any moment of
your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Rosendo Doug la s DV M-- Rosendo Doug la s DV M
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